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Our expectation is that the pupils and adults of St
Joseph’s will display exceptional standards of behaviour
and treat other people as they would wish to be treated

themselves.

This is what we mean in our Mission Statement:
We hope to “Act justly, Love tenderly, Walk humbly

with our God.”

Most of the time, we all behave wonderfully, and get
rewarded for it. This could be through being thanked by

your friends or an adult. You might be given a sticker or a
certificate, or you might even receive a special award like

Pupil of the Week, the Kindness Award or be 
chosen for Hot Chocolate and 

Cookies! These are all rewards for 
showing your good behaviour.

You might also be given a responsibility, showing that you
can be trusted. You might be a Buddy, an ambassador,  or

a member of the School Council.

If you are showing one of our SCHOOL VALUES, you might
even get a House Point, which will go into your House Pot

in the hall. Remember, you can make a difference.
Kindness - Respect - Collaboration - Gratitude - Effort - Responsibility

Curiosity - Creativity - Honesty - Resilience - Bravery



To help you with your behaviour, we have 

. 
This is in all classes, from Nursery to Year 6,

and this makes sure that everyone knows our
rules.

Each of you starts the day in the green zone in
your class. It is a ‘new start’ for everyone. We
expect that you will stay in that zone all day,

all week, all term and all year! This means that
you are behaving just like expected! You might
even end up on the sparkling star if you show

AMAZING behaviour!

Sometimes though, people make the wrong decisions. They
may disrupt lessons, hurt their friends or be disrespectful. If

that happens, they will get a warning. If their behaviour
doesn’t improve, they will have to move themselves to the

amber zone. Once a pupil has moved into this zone they can
move out, and back to green, if their behaviour improves.

If their behaviour continues to be poor, they will
have to move to the red zone. This means they

will have to join the ‘Sorry Club’ during the
next lunchtime.

During ‘Sorry Club’, they will have to think
about what they have done, how they feel and

what they will choose to do next time.



At the end of each half term, you will be rewarded for
your great behaviour. All children who have been in

GREEN for all half term will take part in a fun activity on
the Friday. 

If some children have ended the school day on AMBER
on more than three occasions, they will have to miss 5

minutes of green treat.
If they have been on AMBER on six occasions or more

then they will miss more of their treat. 
Children who have been placed in RED more than twice

will also miss a large part of  treat.

If you still have any questions about our behaviour, please
ask your class teacher. They are experts!


